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To enjoy every cycling moment even more, Bike7 has selected a range 
of products to help you save time on maintenance. These products are 
developed by professionals for use by the passionate cyclist.  
Experience your sport even more intensely… Use Bike7!

SIMPLIFYING BIKE 
MAINTENANCE
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Road 
Whether riding at high speed, covering long distances or anything in 
between, you need a bike that can handle any road condition. Bike7 
products are specially designed to keep your road bike in optimal condition 
and maintain peak performance.  

 

Offroad  
Mountain biking and gravel riding are fun and challenging ways to explore 
nature. But they also expose your bike to dirt, mud and wear and tear. Bike7 
products are made to protect your bike against these elements and ensure 
simple and fast maintenance.  

 E-bike  
E-bikes are a fantastic way to enjoy cycling with less effort and more 
comfort. But they also require special care and attention due to the battery 
and electrical parts. Bike7 products have been developed to make sure 
your e-bike continues to operate smoothly and safely for a long time.



CLEAN
Wash & Finish's specific pH-neutral formula not only makes it an 
ideal cleaner to wash your bike in complete safety, but also protects 
it with a vegetable wax with high-gloss effect.

WASH & FINISH
CONCENTRATED BIKE SHAMPOO

 Cleans, shines and protects in one easy step

 Cleans, shines and protects in one easy step

 Safe for disc brakes

977470924 - Wash & Finish -  500ml

CLEAN
POWERFUL BIKE CLEANER

 Fast

 Easy to use

 Safe on all surfaces

977330924 - Clean - 500ml
977150924 - Clean - 1L
977160924 - Clean - 5L

Easily removes sand, sweat, mud, drink residue and dirt 
from all types of bikes. With regular cleaning, Bike7 Clean 
also prevents premature wear of derailleurs, chains, pivot 
points, forks etc.

Can be used safely on all materials, carbon, aluminum 
and titanium frames whether  matt or glossy paint, 
plastics, rubber etc.
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DEGREASE
MULTIFUNCTIONAL DEGREASER

 Safe on all materials

 For transmissions and other parts

977170924 - Degrease - 500ml
977190924 - Degrease - 1L

Our brake cleaner quickly dissolves all dirt, grease and oil 
deposits from your discs and brake pads without leaving 
any residue. What's more, the rapid evaporation guarantees 
safe usage and does not damage the brake piston seal or the 
paint of your brake callipers.

Multi-purpose degreaser, ideal for removing  
used oil, grease, handlebar glue, sticker residue and tar.

Degrease is safe to use on all materials, carbon and aluminum 
frames, bearing seals, transmissions and wheels.

BRAKE CLEANER
OPTIMAL BRAKING POWER

 Removes dirt, oil and dust from brake pads, calipers, discs

 Leaves no residue

 Prevents squeaking brakes

977140924 - Brake Cleaner -  500ml

Quick and effective cleaner that leaves chains and transmissions 
perfectly clean no matter how heavy the dirt gets. Chain Clean 
removes all types of oil and wax without harming the paintwork 
and there is no need to remove the wheels.

CHAIN CLEAN
POWERFUL CHAIN & TRANSMISSION CLEANER

 Fast and safe

 For chains, derailleurs, cogs and chainrings

977340924 - Chain Clean - 500ml
977270924 - Chain Clean -  1L
977280924 - Chain Clean -  5L
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ALWAYS CONSULT THE 
TECHNICAL DATASHEET AT  
WWW.BIKE7.COM

977482924 - Fast Clean - 500ml

977450924 - Fast Wipes - 70pcs

Effectively removes contamination such as sand, dust, dried 
drinks, sweat, finger marks and grease.

FAST CLEAN
POWERFUL BIKE FOAM CLEANER

 Easy to use (no water needed)

 Safe on all surfaces

 Stripe free result

 Also for helmets, glasses, shoes, … 

These wipes are perfect for cleaning your entire bike without a 
drop of water. Easy to use and ideal for use on the move, these 
wipes prevent the dispersion of harmful substances in the soil 
and the waste of water.

Effective and safe on all surfaces and materials such as carbon, 
aluminium, titanium, lacquer and synthetic materials.

FAST WIPES
WATER FREE CLEANING AND  
DEGREASING WIPES

 Removes dirt and lubricants

 Catches dirt 

 Safe for bikes, components and drivetrains

inc.
MICROFIBER
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LUBRICATE

Lubricate is a transparent lubricant with PTFE to guarantee 
long-term lubrication. Lubricate Dry is an ultra-thin lubricant 
with a high penetrating power for deep lubrication. The Dry 
version is less tacky than Lubricate Wet.

LUBRICATE DRY
ULTRA-THIN CHAIN LUBRICANT

 Low friction

 Race conditions

 For dry and dusty weather

977010924 - Lubricate Dry - 500ml

Lubricate is a transparent lubricant with PTFE to eliminate 
prolonged friction. Lubricate Wet is an adhesive lubricant with 
a high penetrating capacity for deep lubrication. Even after 
hosing down, the product will continue to have an effect. The 
only way to remove it is by using Degrease to be completely 
free of lubricant again.

LUBRICATE WET
LONG DISTANCE CHAIN LUBRICANT

 Rust protection

 Water resistant

 Extreme conditions

977020924 - Lubricate Wet - 500ml
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Reduces friction for smoother shifting and longer 
transmission life. Protects the chain from corrosion and 
can be used in all weather conditions.

All-season wax suitable for use on bikes for all types 
of riding. Optimal fluidity for lubrication in the chain 
keeps it and the transmission clean. Pro-Wax lubricates 
the inside of the chain for many miles with minimal 
maintenance.

LUBRICATE OIL
ALL CONDITIONS CHAIN OIL

 Non-sticky

 Protects against rust

 Easy to clean

PRO WAX
HIGH EFFICIENCY CHAIN WAX

 Long lasting

 Water resistant

 Watt saving

977430924 - Lubricate Oil - 150ml
977431924 - Lubricate Oil - 20ml

977230924 - Pro Wax - 150ml
977240924 - Pro Wax - 500ml (refill)
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CHAIN CHAIN

QUICK MAINTENANCE GUIDE
BIKE

BIKE + ELECTRICAL PARTS

PROTECT
STEP 3

LUBRICATE
STEP 2

CLEAN
STEP 1

DRIVETRAIN

BIKE
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Removes finger marks and revives paintwork, reduces the 
adhesion of dirt making cleaning easier while also removing 
residual moisture after washing. 

Lubricates and protects against corrosion of the derailleur 
rollers and axles, fork shafts, levers, pedals and pivots to 
guarantee perfect functioning and does not attract dust.

Dissolves dirt and tar from frames and wheels etc. Lubricates 
and protects fork shafts, derailleur rollers, axles and locks ... 
from corrosion. 

Protects electrical connections, battery contacts etc.  against 
corrosion and moisture while optimising conductivity

PROTECT
TOTAL BIKE PROTECTION

 Refreshes paintwork

 Water and dirt repellent

 Micro lubrication for components

 Glossy and matt finish friendly

E-PROTECT
TOTAL E-BIKE PROTECTION

 Component lubricant

 Electrical protection

977110924 - Protect - 500ml

977210924 - E-Protect - 100ml
977370924 - E-Protect - 500mlPROTECT
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PRO SEAL
INSTANT TYRE SEALANT

 Tubeless and tubeless ready

 Fixes punctures up to 8 mm

 Compatible with CO2 cartridges

 Contains natural latex: non-corrosive, non-toxic and safe

Keeps the belt flexible and prevents tearing and 
squeaking. Does not attract dirt, dust or grease and is safe 
for use on all bicycle and electric bicycle belts.

Pro Seal is a latex emulsion that quickly fixes punctures in all 
tubeless tyres, whether they are mountain- or racing tyres. Pro 
Seal is applied through the valve or poured directly into the partially 
dismantled tyre and provides effective immediate repair.

BELT CARE
FOR SMOOTH AND SILENT RIDES

 Nourishes, protects and extends the life of belts

 Prevents squeaking and does not attract dirt or dust

977132924 - Belt Care - 200ml

977400924 - Pro Seal - 125ml
977410924 - Pro Seal - 1L
977420924 - Pro Seal - 5L ALWAYS CONSULT THE 

TECHNICAL DATASHEET AT 
WWW.BIKE7.COM

Pro Coat uses nanotechnology and puts a protective layer on your 
bike and all its parts. That protective layer will significantly reduce 
dirt adhesion, make washing considerably easier and reduce the 
risk of scratches. Sensitive materials will also be better protected 
from fading due to UV exposure.

PRO COAT
PROTECTIVE NANOCOATING

 Makes cleaning easier

 For glossy and matt frames

 Safe for disc brakes

977490924 - Pro Coat - 400ml
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Badly-maintained bicycles require another approach.  
You often have to deal with rusted bolts and components.  
For this you need powerful products that make disassembly 
easier. Deblock is a rust-dissolving penetrating oil that deals 
with the worst kind or dirt.

Bike7 grease is resistant to high pressure and water for optimal 
lubrication of moving parts like bottom bracket, headsets, ... 

DEBLOCK
RUST DISSOLVING PENETRATING OIL

 With graphite & molybdenum sulphide

 Unblocks rusted parts

 Strong and fast penetrating

GREASE
LUBRICATING ASSEMBLY GREASE

 High pressure and water resistant

 Anti-wear additives

 Rust prevention

977200924 - Deblock - 500ml

977130924 - Grease - 500gr
977290924 - Grease - 100gr
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Mount simplifies the assembly and disassembly of parts.  
it contains repairing properties so also offers excellent 
protection against corrosion and wear.

provides a better grip when assembling carbon parts, like the 
seatpost, steering tube, etc. Stir and apply so that all contact points 
are lubricated and assemble using the prescribed tightening torque.

MOUNT
PROTECTIVE ASSEMBLY GREASE

 Anti-seizing

 Maintains tightening torque

 Acid, salt and water resistant

MOUNT CARBON
ASSEMBLY PASTE FOR CARBON PARTS

 Increases grip between carbon parts

977080924 - Mount - 120gr

977070924 - Mount Carbon - 100gr
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TOOLS

BRUSH KIT
BRUSH KIT FOR DEEP CLEANING

 Sturdy, wear-resistant brushes

 With ergonomic handle

 Easy to clean

RASTA
DOUBLE-SIDED MICROFIBRE 
WASH GLOVE

MICROFIBRE
ULTRA-SOFT MICROFIBRE CLOTH

 Highly absorbent

 For dry and wet use

 Resistant

 Washable at 90°C

977440490 - Bike7 Brush Kit

977300490 - Rasta Bike7

977250924 - Microfibre 3pcs
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approved by 
professionals
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Bike7 is a registered trademark of


